Coming soon is an interactive Program Guide detailing the speakers, descriptions, learning objectives, event days and times for more than 50 curated seminar sessions, 5 workshops, and multiple Roundtables! In the meantime, here’s a sneak peek at the titles/topics* for our 2024 Casualty Loss Reserve Seminar & Workshops event.

* Please note these are tentative and subject to change.

**General Sessions**
The Leadership Mindset
Implications of Rapidly Evolving Technology on the Reserve Process
Current Developments in International Capital Standards

**Advanced Reserving Track**
Don’t Get Caught with your Correlations Down (or Up)
Reserve Consideration for Extended Service Contract
A Novel Method for Tail Factor Estimation
Reserving with Machine Learning
Tail Development Using Schedule P Prior Year Data
Beyond BS: Handling Claims Handling Changes
Findings from our 2024 Research into Global Market-wide Reserving and Transformation
The Human Side of Automation

**Financial Reporting Track**
Risk Transfer Case Studies
Actuarial Reserve Ranges and People Who Use Them
A Practitioner’s Guide to Loss Expense Reserving
IFRS 17 Issues for P&C Reserving Actuaries
What Makes a good Actuarial Opinion/Best Practices
The IRS and Property & Casualty Reserving
Actuarial Opinion War Stories (Panel)

**Healthcare/Workers Comp/MPL Track**
MPL Large Awards, Litigation Funding
Senior Care
COVID Lags
California Workers Comp
MPL State of the Market, Underlying Trends (SVP Claims)

**InsurTech/A.I. Track**
From Claims Adjuster to Claims Analyst – How AI is Helping Claims Professionals Make Informed Decisions
A.I. in Claims and the Impact on Actuarial Practices
Actuarial Function in Tech
Lines of Business Track
Avi8ion Insurance: How Does the Future Shake Out?
Quantifying Cyber Insurance Risk
Commercial Auto State of the Market
Travel Insurance
Personal Auto Market Stability: Are We There Yet?
Property Catastrophes - Wildfire and Earthquake
Moving Beyond Nicholson to Project Asbestos Claim Frequency
Homeowners

Professionalism Development Track
New CAS Research on Race and Insurance Pricing
Developing Actuarial Judgment for Reserving
Coffee Klatch
Lights, Camera, Action!
Unconscious Bias in Actuarial Science
ASOP 20

Risk Management Track
Enterprise Risk Mgmt: Integrating Reserve Variability
Quantifying Concentration Risk: A PFAS Case Study
Update on COVID, Economic, and Social Inflation
Rating Agency and Investor Views of Insurer Financial Condition

Special Topics Track
GLMs for Reserving: The Complete Beginner's Guide
P&C Inflation Update Focusing on Social Inflation
Modernizing the Reserving Function: What NOT to Do
Trends in the Entry Level Actuarial Market
Fighting Confirmation Bias in Loss Reserving
Third Party Litigation Funding & Large Awards
Impact of Shared Economy Regulations
Data Visualization

Workshops: **Separate Registration Required**
** WS-1 - Triangles Reimagined (Full-day)
** WS-2 - Reserve Modeling Using Bayesian MCMC (Full-Day)
** WS-3 - Maximizing the Value of Your Actuarial Report and Opinion (Full-day)
** WS-4 - Across the Tidyverse: R’s Data Wrangling Ecosystem (Half-Day AM)
** WS-5 - Bootstrapping and Mack (Half-day PM)